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Dean Cooper Is One
Of Main Speakers
At Plant Opening

lames Melton To Give Repeat Concert
At Clemson Field House November 17

Dr. H. P. Cooper, dean of the
Clemson School of Agriculture
and director of the South Carolina Experiment Station, delivered one of the principal addresses
at the formal opening of a new
million dollar John Deere Plow
Company branch plant at Atlanta,
Georgia, on November 4th.
James Melton, husky leading tenor of the Metropolitan
Dr. Cooper attended the plant
Opera
Association, will be presented in a concert at the Clemopening as the representative of
son College Field House on Thursday, November 17. Mr.
the deans of agriculture of the
Southern Land Grand Collleges,
Melton is a familiar figure to concert fans at Clemson, as he
and was accompanied by Mr. G.
was featured here in 1942 and 1943, and is returning to satisB. Nutt, head of the Clemson's
fy repeated demands for his appearance.
Agricultural Engineering Depart« The South proudly claims Mr.
ment. The new plant will serve
five southeastern states.
j Melton as her product. Born in
Other principal speakers at the
;Moultrie, Ga., Mr. Melton spent
dedication ceremonies besides Dr.
j his childhood in Florida where
Cooper were Scott Candler, comhe made his first bid for fame
missioner of roads and revenues,
as a soloist in a church choir.
DeKalb County, Georgia; GeorJames Melton entered the Unigia's Lieutenant Governor, S.
versity of Florida with the purMarvin Griffin; P. O. Davis, AlaRecently, a revision of classes Pose of studying law. His activibama Extension Service Director,
,-, . ■,
T.T
,
„„ ties there included playing saxoin
Auburn, Alabama; L. Y. Ballenon Saturday,
. ■ the- band, and
„„. singing
si„ai„a
y November 19, was phone in
tine, North Carolina Commissioneffected at a meeting of the Deans in the Glee club His work m
TAPS beauties selected at the Tiger-Homecoming dance are shown above as they were introduced
er of Agriculture; Hon. James C.
by Jeff McMahan, editor of the TAPS. They are, left to right: Miss Mary Russell Eleazer, Clemand Directors so that all students the latter attracted the attention
Davis, member of Congress from
son; Miss Dot Stanfield, of Trion, Georgia; Miss Rhea Van Lehe, Wesleyan College; Miss Julia Clarwill be able to attend the Clem- of the president of the university
Georgia's
Fifth
District;
Hon.
dy, of Greenville; Miss Nancy Cheatham, of Converse College Miss Betty Lou Mace, of Coker Colson-Furman Football Game to be and Mr. Melton was persuaded to
Herman Talmadge, Governor of
lege and Miss Gertrude Jenkins, of State Park. Bill Gaillard is shown as he presented orchids to
held in Greenville in Sirrine Sta- devote all of his time to his voice.
Georgia; and Col. Charles Deere
the winners of the contest.
dium.
Two years later he transferred
Wiman, president of Deere and
This will be the next to the last to Vanderbilt University to sto
Company.
game of the season and probably under the famous teacher, Gaeta
Significant excerpts from Dr.
Cooper's address, entitled "The
the last one that many students "° de Luca- He f^ed in ^
who desire to do so may attend.
orchestra of the hotel to earn his
Future of Southern Agriculture,"
The Class schedule for Satur- expenses, and eventually saved
follow:
"The rapid development of inday, November 19, is as follows: enouSh money to carry him to.
Inspection schedule for 8:00- New York where he sang at the
dustries in the southeastern reRoxy Theatre and soon after engion and the existence of econim8:55 will be held at 8:00-8:25
ic opportunities in non-agriculJames Melton
All Classes scheduled for tered the radio field.
He toured with George Gershtural enterprises is relieving the
9:05-9:55 will be held at 8:35win and soon won a contract with
population pressure on the land
9:10
Seven lovely ladies were selected from the dance floor at
and is making possible many
All Classes scheduled for Warner Brothers in Hollywood
the Tiger-Homecoming dance Friday night to appear in the
significant changes in agricultural
10:05-10:55 will be held at and appeared in several success^
ful movies.
beauty section of the 1950 Taps.
These windsome lassies
operations.
9:20-9:55
His first success in the operatic
He continued, "The migration
were presented to the approving dancers immediately before
All Classes scheduled for
field
was in Cincinnati where
of
farm
labor
to
industrial
areas
11:05-11:55 will be held at
intermission by Jeff McMahan, Editor of the '50 yearbook.
he played the role of "Pinkerton"
with satisfactory economic op10:05-10:40
The
Clemson
Little
Theater
Those claiming this year's*
in Madame Butterfly. In 1942
portunities is resulting in the laAll Classes scheduled for
will present "Angel Street," Pa- bor being replaced with farm
he made his debut in the Metro12:05-12:55 will be held at
Russell Eleazer, local beauty
trick Hamilton's psychological machinery.
politan Opera House. He is now
10:50-11:25
from Clemson; Miss Rhe Von
considered one of the top two
murder melodrama in three acts,
"It is encouraging to note that
G.
T.
McLeod,
textile
manufacIn
addition,
the
Thanksgiving
Lehe, of Macon, Ga., and Wesleyor
three tenors in the business.
many
of
the
major
factors
limitturing junior from Greenville,
on November 21 and 22 at 8:00
holidays will begin at 1 p. m.
an College; Miss Julia Clardy of j
His favorite hobby is collecting
ing our past (agricultural) devel- was one of the five winners in
Wednesday,
November
23,
and
P.
M.
in
the
college
chapel.
Greenville. Also Miss Nancy
opments, such as lack of catoital,
end at 10 p. m. Sunday, Novem- old automobiles, and his collecCheathem, of Charlotte and Con"This suspense-filled play will (too) heavy population on farms, the National Topic Contest sponsored by the J. W. Valentine
ber 27, as previously announced tion of horseless carriages is riverse College; Miss Lou Mace, of
captivate the audiences' atten- few industries, lack of farm Company, textile selling agency
in the college calender. Faculty valed only by the Henry Ford
Sentinery, S. C, and Coker Coltion until the final curtain," says equipment and lack of scientific of New York.
members are reminded of the collection. Among his museum
lege; Miss Gertrude Jenkins of
pieces are electric run-abouts,
information
are
now
being
overHe will go to New York on a
Director R. E. Ware. The plot is
special schedule of classes to be .
State Park, S. C.
4. ,,
_, ,
,, , . .
. Stanley Streamers, and Duryeas
come,
thus
providing
new
opporthree
day
visit.
During
this
visit,
followed
during
the
beginning
of
., . *
.. _
'
...
'
Clemson
churches
will
cowoven around some stolen jewels,
From this comely group one
Most of them run better now
tunities in southeastern agricul- McLeod and the other winners
will be selected to reign as "Miss
operate in a community wide re- the week of November 21. On than when new.
a woman with her throat slit ture.
of the contest will visit the Worth
Monday, Tuesday, and WednesTaps or 1950."
The selection
James Melton's many admires*^
from ear to ear, and a man intent
"We are in an age of speciali- Street market so that they may ligious census on Sunday, No- day, November 21-23, professors
will be made from photographs
upon driving his wife insane. zation. There is need for a re- see the heart of the textile sell- vember 13, beginning at 3 p. m. and students will follow a sche- take pride in the fact that he is
taken by the Mills-Steele studios
an American, reecived his eduDim lights and creaking stairs appraisal of our agricultural di- ing industry in full operation. Organized under the direction of dule of classes as regularly out- cation in America schools and
in Greenville.
versification
concepts
which
have
They
will
be
taken
on
a
sightlined
for
Thursday,
Friday,
and
the
local
ministers'
conference,
will set the stage for eerie atmosIt Has been announced by the
colleges, and received his operabeen based largely upon income seeing tour of the National BroadSaturday, respectively.
Taps staff that "Miss Taps" along
pheres.
tic training in America.
per acre. Greater emphasis casting Company's facilities at the census will include all resiChristmas holidays will begin
with the other six beauties, will
His second most favorite hobby
dents of the homes in the Clem- at 1 p. m. Wednesday, December
The cast consists of Bob Casale should be given to labor income Radio City.
be again presented to the Clemand to the most economical comson-Calhoun-Excelsior area, ex- 21, and end at 10 p. m. Tuesday, is working on his forty-acre farm
as
Mr.
Manningham,
Charlie
Pace
McLeod's
letter
was
selected
son student body at the Taps ball,
in Westport, Conn., and he also
as Sergeant Rough, and Mary bination of specialized enter- from letters submitted to the cluding students living in bar- January 3, as has been set forth collects old firearms and rural
the date of which will be made
prises.
judges. His topic was "Why I racks. The people of the com- in the college calender.
Russell Eleazer in the role of Mrs.
public later. The judges movantiques. Mr. Melton is also acChos.e The Textile Industry As
"Economic
opportunities,
not
ing through the crowd to make
munity
are
urged
to
be
at
home
tive
on the soft ball team of
Manningham. Mrs. Dick Andersentiment, are going to be the My Life's Work."
their decisions were Leonard
Lowell Thomas, "The Nine Old
between three and five this Sunson will portray the housekeep- major factors in determining the
Magruder, Dan May, Foster CathMen," and the Westport team,
day afternoon.
er and Gaynelle Williams, the retention of the more capable
cart, "Six" Tobin and Bill Cos"The Saugatuck Saviors" of which
people on farms. There are great
Details of the census are being
maid.
tello. Many attractive girls atThomas E. Dewey, and Lemuel
opporutnities
in
many
Southern
arranged by Gregory Hughes
tended the formal dance and the
"Angel Street' was made into
E. Stoopnagle are also members.
agricultural enterprises.
selection of seven of these for
In addition to his cross counand James Spangenberg with the
the movie "Gaslight" with Ingrid
Two
former
professors
who
are
In conclusion, Dr.
Cooper
trlis singular honor was a diffitemporarily
on
leave
from
Clemtry
concert tours, the Metropoliworkers being enlisted by the_
Bergman and Charles Boyer in summed up: "The facilities for a
cult assignment.
Dr. Milton Farrar took over pastors of the local churches. All son doing graduate work at Duke tan Opera star singer is top man
the
leading
roles.
more
abundant
life
are
available
on
George R. Parks, senior agrithe NBC "Harvest of Stars"
Each beauty selected was
in our region. It is the privilege the duties as head of the Etomol- workers will meet at the Metho- University were on the campus
cultural
engineering
student
from
during
the
Homecoming
weekProgram, makes constant guest
ogy
Department
at
Clemson
Colpresented with an orchid by
and
responsibility
of
(us)
all
to
dist Church at 3:00 p. m. to re- encj_appearances on other radio shows,
the '50 Taps. Also introduced Winnsboro, S. C, was killed in
make individual and collective lege, November 1. Dr. Farrar was
They were C. B. Green, asso- turns out phonograph records,
formerly
assistant
director
of
the
ceive
their
assignments
and
mafrom the band stand at this what was termed a freak accident
contributions for the most effecand
olos with most
of the leadtime was a Taps beauty of 1949, Tuesday afternoon. Park, - along
tive use of our physical, economic Crop Protection Institute at Dur- terials. The results will be made ciate professor of English, who ln ?
with
22
other
students
was
athas
recently
completed
the
oral
S
symphony
orchestras around
ham,
New
Hampshire.
Miss South Carolina, Barrie
and human resources in the deavailable to all the churches and
He will hold the position that
examination for his Doctorate of the country.
Jean Wingard, of Clinton and tending a ditch dynamiting exvelopment of needed Southern
In
one complete roster of the resi- English and J. P. Brewster, who
periment.
The
students
were
between, Melton takes voice
was
formely
held
by
Professor
Winthrop.
enterprises."
less
Prof. Bratton Williams, assostanding a distance of 400 feet
dents
of
the
area
will
be
filed
is
working
toward
a
Ph.
D.
in
ons, and plays with his beauFranklin rSherman, who died in
The judging from the dance away from the experiment being ciate professor of weaving and
tiful redhaired daughter, Margo.
1947. For the past two years, Mr. with the president of the college. mathematics,
floor marks a radical departure conducted on a college farm by designing, attended the South
Professor Green plans to spend DesPite his fame' in the music
J. A. Berly, Etomologist of the
from the system previously used. Prof. A. W. Snell- of the Agricul- Carolina State-Wide Industrial
South Carolina Experimental Stathe rest of the year at Duke world he ls one of the most
Formerly the selections were tural Engineering Dept. The action,
has
been
acting
as
head
of
finishing
up his dissertation.
(Continued on Page 6)
Safety Conference which was
made from photographs submit- cident occurred at 4:45 p. m.
the' department.
Park was hit in the chest and held on Wednesday and Thursted by the students and judges by
Dr. Farrar will be in charge
various connoisseurs of beauti- abdomen by sod from the explo- day, October 26 and 27. The
of all research and teaching in
ful vromen.
Such notables as sion. He was immediately rushed conference was held under the
the fields of Etomology and ZoJohn Robert Powers, Billy Rose to the college infirmary and given auspices of the South Carolina
ology at Clemson.
and Earl Carroll have served as transfusions by Dr. Lee Milford, Industrial Commission.
Dr. Albert E. Tibbs, scholastic
The first portion of the conjudges in the past. It is hoped college physician. He died at 8:45
Aviation Cadet Team dean o Furman University; will
ference was a general session in
that this new precedent will pre- p. m. of internal hemorrhage.
preach at the Baptist Church in
The dynamiting of ditches was a which all delegates participated.
sent a wider and more satisfacClemson each Sunday during the
routine affair and the demonstra- After this session, the group
To Interview Seniors
tory selection in the future.
month of November, according
tion had been conducted many broke up into different sections.
Major Herndon and an Avia- to information from the pulpit
times in the past for the benefit of Prof. William addressed the textion Cadet Project Team will be committee of the church. During
the students. Prof. Snell and tile group at its meeting held in
in Anderson on November 17 to this time the pulpit committee,
others present said that this time the ball room of the.Wade Hampinterview prospective graduates at the direction of the congregathe blast sent clods of bluish mud ton Hotel on Wednesday afteron career problems. Interviews tion, is working to find a minishorizontally instead of vertically. noon. He spoke on "What A
will be held from 12 a. m. until ter to fill the vacancy created
Park was standing third from the Supervisor Should Know About
12 p. m. at 113 1-2 N. Main when Harold Cole left Clemson
front of the group and immedi- Safety."
to direct the South Carolina BapStreet in Anderson.
Complete exhibits of safety
Dr. H. L. Hunter, dean of the ately in front of the professor
Aviation cadet and officer can- tist Convention's student work in
appliances were shown to the
chemistry department, spoke to when he was struck.
didate examinations may be ar- the colleges and professional
The accident victim, who has delegates in the Wade Hampton
the Clemson Alumni Club of
ranged for at these interviews. schools of the state.
Kingsport, Tennessee, last Thurs- a brother, R. Y. Park, also at- Hotel. Leading manufacturers
Prior to coming to Furman,
Persons desiring to take either
tending Clemson, was a member presented displays of new and,
day night, November 3.
examination should arrange to Dean Tibbs was professor of eduThe subject of Dr. Hunter's of the A. S. A. E., honor frater- standard equipment for all phases
cation at the New Orleans BapPictured above is Bill Berry, consult Major Herndon.
talk was the new chemistry build- nity at Clemson. He was also of accident prevention.
Interviews between 5 p. m. tist Theological Seminary, where
The morning session had as its newly elected Copy Editor of
ing that is to be erected on the a member of the Fairfield-Clemcampus in the future. There son Club. He was active in soft- speaker Lieutenant Governor The Tiger. Bill is a senior ma- and 12 p. m, will be by appoint- he also taught psychology and
"Miss South Carolina" is pictured above as she reviewed the
were approximately 22 members ball and other intramural sports. George Bell Timmerman. The joring in Arts and Sciences ment only. Arrangements for an sociology. Tibbs was supply pasClemson Corps of Cadets. Left to right are: Cadet Colonel AlThe funeral was conducted from annual banquet was held Wed- from Greenville, S. C. He was interview mbay be made by call- tor at the church for the first
of the club present at the meetbert Peters; Dr. R. F. Poole, President of Clemson College; Dan
time
last
Sunday.
Two
of
his
ing
1118
in
Anderson.
Early
installed
during
the
recent
elecMay, President of the senior class; and Miss Barrie Jean Wingard,
the Union Memorial Presbyterian nesday night, and the address
ing.
of Winthrop College and Clinton, "Miss South Carolina." The last
Mr. David Stokley, class of '33, Church on state highway 213 at was made by Governor J. Strom tion of the 1949-1950 Tiger scheduling may make a more brothers are graduates of Clemthree persons are unidentified.
j convenient appointment.
[ son.
Thurmond.
Staff.
is president of the organization. 4:00 p. m. today.
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"Angel Street" Be

Presented Nov. 21
By Little Theater

Clemson Student Is Winner
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Dance Decorations
There seems to be some difference of opinion on the
campus as to how the gym should be decorated for a dance.
Last Thursday night, the junior CD A staff worked late
at what they considered appropriate adornments for the Friday night formal dance. When they returned Friday morning, they found that the results of their efforts had been considered unfit by someone, and torn down.
It is ridiculous to think that there are men of college age
who enjoy maliciously destroying the fruits of others' toil. Talk of the Town
The only logical conclusion to be drawn is that there are men
here who find simple beauty in the undecorated structor of
the gym. Perhaps they feel that the steel girders are sym-bohc of the strength of Clemson or feel that the natural lines
of the room should not be broken by ornamentations. The
CDA is made up of students, and functions for the student
body. Those who disagree with that organization should
By Charles
confer with them. Both parties concerned will have time
Question of the week: What is the poor
and work by deciding in advance just what the proper decostudent to do when the class period ends
rations are for a dance.
and the professor keeps talking, and this
happens not occasionally but most of the
time? If a student has the nerve to get up
With this issue, the Tiger is being published under the and leave he gets chewed out, or his action
new staff elected by their predecessors. We realize and ap- directly or indirectly influences his ultimate
preciate the honor and responsibility placed on us by the old grade. If he doesn't get up and leave, he
will probably be late for his next class. This
staff.
'Our aim, as in the past, will be to serve the student body. continual tardiness will in turn effect his
That which is printed in the Tiger is considered by us to be grade in that class.
In all fairness I must say that this is not
true, and we stand behind what appears in this paper.
a
general
practice on the part of the majority
We appreciate all criticism, preferably bad. Praise
of
the
faculty,
but it limited to a few of the
makes us cocky; constructive criticism keeps us on our toes.
professors.
Some
of these men are even so
All signed letters written to Tom Clemson will be publiberal
as
to
tell
their
students to leave if
lished on the editorial page. Some departments of the school
they
run
over
time.
Others
are not so unare opposed to students expressing themselves in the "Dear
derstanding
though.
Tom" column. The Tiger feels every man at Clemson should

Professors Are Talking While
Students Should Be Walking

New Staff

Kennemore
ed date an attempt was made to enhance the
appearance, increase the sajiitary aspects,
and make more comfortable one of the cubicles of learning on this hallowed plot of higher education: the concrete floor of a room was
covered with some form of linoleum covering. The torn and rotted remains partially
covering the floor of Room 35 in the Library
Building bears mute evidence that at one
time pride was taken in the physical appearance, and cleanliness, of the rooms of Clemson College.
But those days have disappeared into the
clouded obscurity of the past. The mouldering, ragged remnants of a once serviceable
linoleum floor covering now lies in wait for
the weary, sleep-dulled feet of those unwary
disciples of knowledge to stumble over its
upthrust edges. With splenetic glee the insidious concavities denoting years of honorable service under the grinding heels of
countless students eagerly grasp and hoard
the dirt and filth of the years, defying all the
efforts of the occasional janitors to remove
their dusty, pestiferous treasures. Proudly
and haughtily Room 35 bears its appelation
of "The most disgraceful of the disgusting"
and seeks to enhance that reputation it has
so diligently acquired over the years.

be allowed to express bis opinion regardless of his standing,
Bourbon to Cadets
and we will continue to publish all letters. Professors who
Oscar or sombody is always giving a figufeel they must knock the Tiger in the classrooms are request- rative orchid to someone. I'd like to do the
ed to also contact a member of the staff. We consider second- same this week, but since orchids hardly
hand condemnation useless.
seem appropriate, I'd like to make it a bottle
of champane, or better yet, a bottle of bourbon. So, a bottle of bourbon to J. B. SMITH
and J. N. McLEAN. This for risking the
"CWERY two of three years, someone starts a drive to change
possible ire of the would-be powers that do
our Alma Mater. This semester, the Tiger Brotherhood be by wearin a version of the proposed
is sponsoring a movement to replace the school song with one mess jackets for cadet dance wear. I do not
written by Prof. McGarity exclusively for Clemson.
at this time propose* to make any comment
Our song is used by many high schools and colleges on the controversy that seems to be going on.
Following Arthur's Footsteps
throughout the nation, and we are in dire need of a change.
I would only like to commend the two above
I am beginning to fully appreciate the difThose who are against such a change have a good argu- mentioned students for giving the other caficulties of writing this column and making
ment. They claim that they are accustomed to the present dets a chance to see these jackets. Personit worth reading; following in the footsteps
song, and that it stands for Clemson to them. The Brother- ally, I thought they looked great, better by
of Howell Arthur only makes the task more
hood should try in some way to show these people that our far than the regular uniform blouse, and I
difficult. I cannot hope to excel Howell,
present song loses its value because it cannot stand for Clem- would think they are much more comfortand have little hope of equalling his fine job
son as long as it is in such common use.
able.
of the past year. I will welcome any comThe Brotherhood should also poll the students and alumClassrooms Still Dirty
ments or criticism anyone has to offer and
ni for their opinion.
Out of the annals of the dim dark past hope that I can uphold the high standards
Here is what "Colonel Anderson" of the Anderson Daily
there is evidence that on some ill-remember- that have been set for "Talk of the Town."
Mail has to say on the change:
"I am happy to know that your group is back of an effort
to have a new tune substituted for the almost universally
used 'Alma Mater'.
"Clemson is too large and important a school to be satisBy LEROY DOAR
fied with a second hand Alma Mater, and especially when it
The snow was falling softly. Chaucer and I wrote a dirty
To make up for last week's
is one used by almost every high school—as well as a num- column which we realize was not Poetically the young man s-poke
story
ber of other colleges over the land.
u]3 to par, we will not waste any as he helped the beautiful young Bawdy and lewd from the start
"I have not heard the tune composed by Prof. McGarity, time here, but will get right to girl into his car, "Winter draws But mine, people said, was
pornographic
on."
work.
Clemson band director, but those who have listened to it tell
Girl: "I don't think that is any And Chaucer's was classical art.
—Jacket
me that it is an excellent composition, and meets many of the Sure cure for inflation—Take of your business."—Florida Alrequirements for a college song.
away suspenders and things will ligator
Student (in college book store):
"The thought occurs to me, however, that it might also be dropping all over the place.—
"How
much is this paper?"
Art Roberts.
I don't drink any more. The
Clerk: "Seventy-five cents a
be a splendid idea to commission one or two nationally known
same amount still satisfies me.
ream."
composers—perhaps one on the popular field and another Frosh: Who's' that attractive
Student: "It sure is."
who is a composer of more serious works—and then select the lady over there?
Did you hear the one about the
—Jacket
Prof: She's the new mistress thin girl? She was so thin that
tune to be used from the three—or perhaps more—melodies.
Customer: "Do you have any
when she swallowed an olive
"Certainly that would cost a few hundred dollars, but of Ridsley Hall.
Frosh: Who's Ridsley Hall?— seed, three men got worried and notions on this floor?"
then the lyric selected will be usecTby the college from this Kentucky Kernel
Floor Walker: "Yes, Madam,
left town.
but we usually suppress them
time forward, and it would certainly be well worth the cost
during working hours."
if an unusual tune could be found and used.
Many a man has made a monQuicksilver: What the Lone
—Gamecock
key
of
himself
reaching
for
the
"If you should ask where the money for such an enterRanger says when he is in a
hurry.
He: "There's a certain reason
prise is to come from, I'll tell you frankly that I do not know. wrong limb.—Ibid
why I love you."
"However, this should be a matter in which members of
Albert: "Do you pet with the
She: "My goodness."
Great men are born, not made.
the Clemson alumni should be interested, and would, no lights on or off?"
He: "Don't be absurd."—YelGreat women are born.
doubt, be happy to give a hand.
—Jacket low Jacket
She: "Yes."—Kernel

S!

New Song

tfoyd ^tom Otfoi @oM€$e ^oy&

OldGt ad Is Mad
Dear Tom,
Never before have I had an
occasion to write you, but now
I feel that you should hear my
story so that you can punch
the Band's "T. S. Card."
At present I believe it's safe to
say that Clemson has the best
band it's had for quite a spell.
The boys are willing and eager
to be of service, but Saturday
the final demoralizing blow was
dealt. Early morning drill was
the order of the day for the company, last week, to prepare for
Homecoming. The boys put on
a fine pre-game concert at the
field house and stadium. After
they came off the field all their
seats had been taken and the
entire band was m'oved into a
smaller section at the very read
of the stands. Many cases and
instruments were lost in the
maze of spectators and were recovered at inconvenience to both
band and cash customers. (If the
Athletic Association is interested).
Our band funds were almost
deflated by the trip to Raleigh,
where we given the honor to play
for the Clemson-State game. The
Athletic Association did contribute to the trip but the amount
contributed was far less than half
the expenses. All South Carolina students were required to
attend the South Carolina game,
regardless of any inconvenience,
so the band might be full in
strength. Few complaints were
heard, but I've not yet heard of
a single letter of thanks from any
of the school's various departments. The State paper was the
kindest of all with a nice tribute
in one of the columns.
I could mention several incidences but complaints can get
one down, so now for a friendly
suggestion to the Athletic Association. How about marking off
or setting aside in some definite
manner a section for the band.
Let them call it theirs and paint
it orange with purple polka dots
if they like. Then there would
be no confusion, no hard feelings
and eighty boys in sixth barracks
would be a lot happier.
Hope we have some results
from this feeble effort. Thanks
for listening.
Always,
Wm. S. Adams
Band Co.

OSCAR SAYS
that he (Oscar) being new at
this game, would like for you to
that he (Oscar) will be heart
bear with him for a while until broken if he doesn't do better.
he gets the hang of snooping and
OSCAR SAYS
acquires that mud slinging talSCOOP—Watch for lulus who
ent.
rate "Who's Who" this year.
OSCAR SAYS
People you never knew existed
that he (Oscar) wonders when will be among those honored. Oh
the Senior Council is going to Brother!! what a beating some
stop issuing ultimatums and crack of the deserving boys will take.
down. Maybe they're afraid of
3SCAR SAYSstepping on their own toes!
that
"Pete"
McCravy gets his
OSCAR SAYS
(Oscar's) vote for the most sarhow does "Red" Rice rate missing all the parades? He (Oscar) castic and pessimistic member of
the corps.
thought captains never missed.
3SCAR SAYS

OSCAR SAYS

that "Senator" Art Turner tries
that B. K. (Tojo) Sutton had
so hard to get on the inside
better settle down and try to be
"one of the boys" or someone with his professors and doesn't
will probably knock him off his quite make it. Keep plugging,
boy.
lofty perch.
3SCAR SAYSr-

3SCAR SAYS-

that (Oscar will have to give
that B. K. should thank the Mu
Beta Psi boys for their little Magruder and May credit for callafternoon serenades of a couple inf their shot on the "Taps"
of weeks ago. They were great. turnover. McMahan is now Editor-in-Chief.
OSCAR SAYS
that the "Y" Cafeteria was
only making a million bucks a
month on coffee so they had to
raise the price on seconds to get
it up to 2 million. H« (Oscar)
certainly does hate to fcfrk over
those extra nickles.
OSCAR SAYS

that he (Oscar) hears that the
Seneca- Fair was enlivened quite
a bit last Friday night when
"Leaping Lena" Trowell climbed
on the stage with one of the performers in the "hooch" show
and showed his talent.

OSCARN SAYS

that Jim (We missed you at
BSU) Spangenburg wants to be
th new prexy of the Little Theatre, but can't beeause the new
man has to be a student. Back to
"the Brotherhood," boy.
-OSCAR SAYS

that Johnnie (The Big Sargenat) James just had to have
that picture made of him and
Miss South Carolina. What will
Mary Lib say?
3SCAR SAYS

for anyone interested in joining the Cadet Seam Busting AsOSCAR SAYS
that the orchid of the week sociation see the Tubby Trio Algoes to the football team for their len. Brumley and CromweU, the
wonderful spirit and fight. They really BIG wheels.
—OSCAR SAYS
are still his (Oscar's) team.
that the Radio Forum pitched a
OSCAR SAYS
"Young Albert" Peters (the Ker- mad whoopee party after the
nel) deserves a pat on the back dance Saturday night. A delefor handling such a tough pos- gation from Converse put on a
sition with tact, impartiality, and floor show—and what a floor
making no enemies while doing show!! It was almost as good as
the Seneca "hooch" show.
it.
3SCAR SAYS-

OSCAR

SAYS

some of the "bop" boys were
that Bill DeLoach is quite an
rather peeved at the lack of their operator—but he (Oscar) wonhow he is going to explain
type of music(?) at the dance ders
to that' ■AaaUcroo^—b-imiwUi,—cxfcuywVthis past weekend, while many having Phyllis up for the dance.
others were tickled pink. He (OsOSCAR SAYS
car) casts his ballot for the slow
Dear Tom, '
that "Smillin"' Bill Millen,
I read the letter to you in the numbers.
Clemson's gift to Anderson College thought it was great sport
October 27 issue of The Tiger
OSCAR SAYS
titled "Childish Antics" and would
that Dan May and Leonard when he made off with someone
else's girl Saturday nighht, but
like for you to know that not all
Clemson men feel as does the Magruder caused the Hooper rat- you should have seen him when
author of that letter about ini- in of this column to fall 40 points someone pulled the same stunt
tiations and such.
on him Sunday night. HA! HA!
when they were writing it.
I'm not at present a student
but an interested alumnus and
want you to know that it's all
these shenanigans that one remembers long after leaving the
"foothills of the Blue Ridge." It's
with great >pride that one hands Don't Get Me Wrong, But.
out "tall tales" that are true(!)
about what he did while at "Tigertown." I may be wrong but
I don't believe than any man who
went thru these things for himself will look back upon them
with the slightest thought of regret or disgust. These are the
things that make up the traditions
of Clemson—do we want to toss
By BILL CHAMNESS
them away???? I say emphatically—no!!! And I think than any
Only once during my lengthy sojourn at Clemson have I been
real Clemson Man will side with
ashamed of my alma mater. The occasion of my embarrassment and
me on this issue.
I don't know who wrote the chagrin was the Tiger banquet on Friday night last, held in the beauother letter but it strikes me tifully appointed banquet hall of the "Y" Cafeteria. The impetus for
that he must be a "grown-up" vet this feed was the incoming of the new staff and the exodus of the old.
who takes little or no part in
Let us first get the setting. The celebration chamber of the Cafestudent life, or a fellow who is teria was partitioned off with screens which did little or nothing to
"soured on life" because of hav- exclude the usual cafeteria sound of loud talk, juke box music, tinking been left out of a certain or- ling silver and trays of china being dropped to the floor. When the
ganization, or a "high brow" main speech began, the noise seemed only to accelerate several bels,
faculty member who got his de- notwithstanding pleas from various interested persons. Finally the
gree from some other institution! unreserved end of the hall was cleared of its occupants and a relative
I say keep alive the tradition of quiet prevailed, broken only by occasional strident announcements
Clemson . . . and high among over the intercom concerning hamburgers without onions and other
these being the informal initia- delicacies proclaimed to be ready for consumption. These interruptions such as that of the Tiger tions were borne without malics by the guests at the banquet, however,
Brotherhood which was so ridi- and were accepted as inevitable inconveniences regarded as standard
bill of fare at all affairs of this nature held in the "Y" Cafeteria.
culed in the letter which you reAs the speaker, Mr. Wayne Freeman of Greenville, was expoundceived October 27.
ing the beauty of the Clemson campus and telling of his affinity to
Yours,
Clemson men, one of these Clemson men walked by' and scraped a
FBH, '48
com across the ribbed glass partition leading out of the "Y".

Banquet Setting Leaves
Much To Be Desired

"You can't arrest me. I come
from one of the best families in
Virginia,"
"That's okay, buddy. We
aren't arresting you for breeding
purposes."
—Same
Dolly: "Why doesn't your boyfriend take you to the movies any
more?"
Molly: "One evening it rained
and we stayed home."—Kernel
"I told him that he mustn't
see me any more."
"What did he do?"
"Turned out the lights."
—Jacket

This was the last straw. Imagine trying to assume an intelligent
demeanor while a learned person is making a very interesting talk
and then someone slips a sharp instrument between your second and
third ribs. This is the approximate sensation created by this ungentlemanly act.
Possibly my sense of humor is lacking, but after the original fright
my only reaction was one of disgust. It would be interesting to look
into the little minds of people who get their kicks by disrupting orderly
meetings for their own sardonic satisfaction. I can't help but wonder if the feeling experienced by these perverted people supplants
the pleasure felt by normal men while looking at a beautiful girl.
I can stomach the actions of the occasional drinker who whoops
it up every once in a while, but no decent person can tolerate this
type of premeditated exhibitionism. These juvenile delinquents must
have gotten on the wrong bus, and I would like to point out to them
that this is a college, not a cub scout camp.
The only way to eliminate this particular sort of perversion is to
turn the scored side of the glass partition toward the inside of the
dining room. I am confident that the adult-children would refrain
from giving the occupants the screaming shakes if they could be seen
when they perpetrate this crime.
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Practice Teaching Dr. Laurence L. Quill To Address
Course Hindrance, American Chemical Society Meet
The American Chemical So-*
ciety, Western Carolina Section,
Says Iowa Prof
will hold its November meeting

-'

J. B. Smith, left, and J. N. McLean, right, are pictured wearing
the newest addition to the Clemson uniform. The mess jackets
were authorized by the Commandant for formal occasions. They
are to be worn only by seniors.

Cadet 'Woolies' Hot Commandant
Approves Wearing Of Mess Jacket
By GRADY DANIEL

♦

—

The effect of formal "education" courses on the teaching
profession is "catastrophic," declares Prof. Harold L. Clapp of
the Grinnell College modern
foreign languages department.
"Education courses interfere with
real education," he says, because
"subject-matter requirements for
teachers are pitifully inadequate,
"There is much too little time
to study the subject one is to
teach when so much time is taken
up by courses in HOW to teach.
Consequently, the appalling fact
is that our most poorly educated
college graduates are our teachers. Educationists have been concerned not with improving standards, but with maintaining and
strengthening a set of meaningless,
mechanical requirements
which are in no sense a measure
of teaching ability or general fitness for the profession."
State requirements, he adds,
"make no distinction between the
dullard and the Phi Beta Kappa"
but "have established the same
license for both."
Asserting that "education"
courses and textbooks are "padded" and "diluted," Prof. Clapp
urges that time devoted to technical teacher-training be cut to
"a quarter or a third of the time
now devoted to them" to give the
student time for academic
courses. Under the present system, he says, "The student who
would naturally make first-rate
teachers are disgusted and turn
to something else.'

Prof. Booker Speaks
On Industrial Trends
Mr. L. R. Brooker, who is the
Itinerant Teacher-Trainer of Industrial Education at Clemson,.
addressed an Anderson High
School assembly, November 7th.
His address was on "Industrial
Trends." Under this topic, he
talked about two main subjects—
Vocational Education and its
Guidance.
Mr. Booker is vice-president
of the Industrial Association of
Teachers. He will preside over
two meetings at the association
convention, which is to be held
December 5 and 6.
He is also to make another address on "Industrial Trends" to
the Anderson Rotary Club in the
near future.

Every year at the commencement of school, cadets return expecting to hear news of summer
uniforms but it's the same old
story every time. Year in and
year out we wear "woolies." Hot
or cold, no matter what state
the weather, we wear the same
The Fourth National Methoold "woolies." In torrid condidist
Student Conference will be
tions, nothing is more irritating
than a pair of wool >pants massag- held at the University of Illinois
ing one's sweltering legs. It December 27 through January 1.
seems that these steam cabinets j The theme of the conference
could at least be replaced by wm be <<T
Christian Use of
something more restful, such as
-gray cotton pants.
. Power In A Secular World", and
Our uniform, at the present the conference will be attended
time, does not consist of enough by twenty-three hundred Methodiversity to present a snappy pa- dist college students and their generation will have the opporrade, although a parade can be counselors representing every tunity of attending.
The Rev. Mr. E. Wannamaker
snappy without elaborate uni- state in the nation and several
Hardin, Clemson pastor, and
forms, for much of the presenta- foreign countries,
tion depends upon the ability of
National and world leaders seven Clemson students attended
the cadets. But as far as p'ictur- have been secured to direct the the 1945 Conference, which was
esqueness, nothing is more scenic thinking of the conference. These also held at the University of
than a military parade by a cadet leaders include: Chancellor Rob- Illinois. Clemson was also repcorps properly equipped with ert M. Hutchins, of the Univer- resented at the 1941 and the
dress uniforms.
; sity of Chicago; Bishop G. Brom- 1937 Conferences.
Four Clemson students have
Clemson is one of many mili- ley Oxmanr Bishop of the New
tary schools that cannot boast of York area of tne Methodist already registered for this year's
a neat dress uniform while other Church and a leader in the World conference. These students are
schools such as West Point, An- Council of Churches; Dean Lis- Charles L. Murphy, Vernon K.
napolis, and The Citadel, yes,: t°n p°Pe oi the Yale Divinity Williams, Johnnie Walker, and
even The Citadel, have dress uni- School; Dean Harold Bosley, of Bennie Patterson.
The Clemson delegation will j
forms. Then you may say, "Clem- j the Duke Divinity School; and
join about fifty students from I
son is not as big as West Point! other outstanding leaders,
or Annapolis," and I whole-heart- J Dr- Russell Ames Cook, direc- other colleges in the state in \
edly agree, but I'm sure it's just tor of the Princeton University chartering a bus and will leave
as big as The Citadel, if not big- Orchestra and the Portland Sym- ! for the University of Illinois the
phony Orchestra, will be in day after Christmas to return to
ger.
charge of music and will organize Clemson January 2.
When dance week-ends or a great chorus from the delegates.'' Other interested students are
other special - occasions roll
The National Methodist Stu- asked to see Mr. Hardin right
around, we drag out our old dent Conference is held each away, as the registrations will be
corset-like blouses. At the four years so that each student mailed in by November 15.
present, the commandant's office has approved the wearing
of white mess jackets by the
seniors on formal occasions.
But what about the rest of the
troops? Seniors should be allowed to have some distinction
of uniform but the entire cadet
For the 26th consecutive year, in 1946, are awarded in engineer-^
corps needs some type formal the General Electric Company ing, industrial management, and
uniform. A cut-down mess will grant aid to college and uni- physical sciences,
and other
jacket with bow ties would be versity graduates who wish to scientific and industrial fields.
much more appropriate, as well undertake or continue research
The fellowships,, Trench exas snug and comfortable, for work in scientific or industrial plained, will be awarded to graddances and concerts than our fields, it was announced here to- uates of colleges, universities,
present blouses.
day by W. W. Trench, secretary and technical schools in the
of the company and chairman of United States who need financial
I might add that I'm not the
assistance, and who have shown
only one who has been thinking its Education Committee.
Applications
for
fellowships
that they could, with advantage,
along this line but countless other
cadets, even before my time have for the 1950-51 academic year are undertake or continue research
now being accepted under provi- work in educational institutions
felt the same way.
sions of foundations established either in this country or abroad,
to honor two former General
Awards to, an annual maxiElectric presidents, Charles A. mum of $1,500 for each fellowJob Placement Form
Coffin, founder of the company, ship will be made, the amount
and Gerard Swope, retired pres- depending on the needs of the
Submitted By Board
ident. Grants will be made from student. A $500 grant may be
A committee composed of one income on the $1,000,000 G-E made for specific apparatus or
professor from each department Educational Fund. Since 1923, other expense in connection with
of the college recently met and when the Coffin Foundation was the research of the fellow. In addrew up a form which will aid established, more than 200 dition, in case of need, loans up
seniors in securing jobs after awards, totaling $168,508 from to $1,000 may be granted, Trench
graduation. The form will be both foundations, have been said. The fellowships, he emphasized, are not intended for
filled out by each senior at the made,
Applications for fellowships, those who now hold, or expect to
first of the semester. Two copies
will be made, one for the regis- which must be filed before Jan- hold, other fellowships carrying
trar's office and one for the dean uary 1, 1950, have been distribut- stipends larger than the tuition
of the department in which sub- ed to deans and professors of at the institutions where the reengineering, science, chemistry, search is to be carried on.
ject the student is majoring.
After applications have been
Copies of this form may be metaullurgy, and mechanical and
filled out and sent to prospective aeronautical engineering, and to received, they will be submitted
employers. It contaiins all in- placement officers. Applications, for recommendations to a comformation which most companies Mr. Trench said, may be obtain- mittee of representatives from
require of persons seeking em- ed from A. D. Marshall, secre- the National Academy of Sciployment.
tary, General Electric Education- ences, the American Chemical
Society, the American Physical
The committee is composed of al Fund, Schenectady, N. Y.
Dr. H. L. Hunter, chairman; Prof.
The Charles A. Coffin Fellow- Society, the American Institute
B. H. Stribling; Prof. S. R. ships are awarded in the fields of Electrical Engineers, the AmerRhodes; Dr. W. T. Rainey; Prof. of electricity, physics and physi- ican Society of Education, and
J. W. LaGrone; and Dr. O. B. cal chemistry, while the Gerard the American Society of MechanSwope Fellowships, first granted ical Enginers.
Garrison.

Clemson Students

To Attend Meet

v
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Aero Club Has Few

at Clemson, Friday, November
18. Registration will be held at
the Trustee House from 5:00 to
6:30 p. m. Delegates arriving
after 6:30 will register at the Fort
Hill Presbyterian Church.
Membership vacancies made
At 7:00 p m a SUpper will be:
served at the Fort Hill Presby- by graduating members of thei
Aero Club are now
terian church followed by an ad- Clemson
^ress by Dr. Laurence L. Quill ready to be filled. Several new
who have taken the
m j.ne chemistry lecture room at members
g.QQ „ m -p^g subject of Dr. Places of some of the '49 gradurQuiii>s 'talk will be " Recent Ad- ates who left the club have now
completed their training for solovances in Rare Earth Chemistry."
ing.
Dr. Quill graduated from the
The club also recently welUniversity of Nevada in 1924
with a Bachelor of Science de> comed back one of its planes that
ee. He attended the Graduate has been in Greenville for reSchool at Stanford University, conditioning. The plane, known
He received his M. S. degree as number 41026, has had one
from Nevada in une 1925. In wing covered and has been re1930-31, he studied at Gottingen, worked throughout. This addiGermany, returning to Illinois tional plane will make it possible
where he remained until 1935. He for more members to get more
then moved to Ohio State Uni- hours ol flyinS time in particuversity as an assistant professor, larly since the recent weather
was promoted to associate profes- has permitted more flymg. The
sor in 1938, and then to full pro- club rePorts that its members
done
fessor in 1939. Dr. Quill resign- nave
t™™ than 1Q0 hours
ed from Ohio State to become of n?inS in the last two months,
head of the chemistry depart-1
ment at the University of Kentucky in 1942.
NOTICE
In 1944, Dr. Quill was on leave
Students who do not have
from the University to be assotheir
pictures in the 1950 TAPS,
ciated with the metallurigal project at the University of Chica- but who wish a copy of the
go. He joined the faculty of Mich- annual, may place an order in the
igan State College as head of the Taps office or room 6_228. Per- sons interested are requested to
uary 1945.
place their orders before DecemMuch of Dr. Quill's research
ber
15 so that the correct numhas been on the rare earth elements. The studies include phase ber of books may be ordered.
rule studies on the compounds of j Books will not be available after
these elements, observations on j this date TAPS space may also
the artificial radioactivity, and.
more recently, studies of the re- be paid in the TAPS office.
lated compounds of the rare
earths.
Gamma Alpha, Alpha Chi Sigma,
He is the editor of one of the Phi Lambda Upsilon, and Lambforthcoming volumes of the Na- da Chi Alpha.
tional Nuclear Energy Series.
His journal publications include
both scientific articles and subDEPENDABLE USED CARS
jects relating to chemical educaAnd Specialized Service
tion.
Dr. Quill is a member of the
On All Makes and Models
American Chemical Society,
Sigma Xi, American Institute of
Madden's Motors
Chemists, American Association
for the Advancement of Science,

Vacant Memberships

Local Service Station Damaged By Blaze
The gasoline station operated^
by Jacqueline Severidge, Inc. was
damaged by fire about 9:30 p.
m. Friday, Nov. 4, according to
information received rom Mr. E.
S. Giles, president of the corpo- |
ration. A gasoline tanker caught :
fire and destroyed the gas pumps
and overhead shelter.
Mr. Giles said that the truck
had. been unloaded of about 4,200
gallons of regular gas before
flames were noticed in the cab
of the truck. The truck was completely destroyed.
Customers had just left the station, and the only people present were Mr. Giles and the truck
driver.
The truck did not explode,
due to the fact that the cover
from the three compartments had
been removed.
Shown above is the tanker which caught fire at the Jacqueline
Origin of the fire is not known,
Severidge, Inc. station. The fire was believed to be caused by
but static electricity was probabstatic electricity. Damages are covered by insurance held by the
trucking company.
ly the cause, said Mr. Giles. Only
injuries sustained during the fire
were burns received by the corporation was liability and
burglary insurance.
driver of the truck.
Clemson men are
The gas pumps, cast iron shelLoss of the station will be borne
ter, and a plate glass window by the tanker company, which
always welcome at
were destroyed by the fire.
had liability insurance for the
Only insurance held by the protection of customers.
DAVENPORT'S

one of the South's
finest university

CLEMSON STUDENTS and HOMECOMING GUESTS

shops.

WELCOME AT

Come in

to shop or just to

MAYFAIR GRILL

look around

Anderson's Most Modern Restaurant

DAVENPORT'S

Open After Duquesne Game

207 N. Main St.
GREENVILLE

e^e^Me^l9

STONE BROTHERS
COMPLETE OUTFITTERS TO MEN, YOUNG MEN
AND STUDENTS
108 N. Main Street

EVENiNO STOLE
»Y ESTHER DOROTHY
-JEWELS BY CARTIER.

Greenville,. S. C.

WIGINGTON AUTO PARTS CO.
Puritan Brake Fluid
Trico Vacuum Operated Safety
Products
PHONE 382

Detroit
Universal
Joints
SENECA, S. C.

We Sell the Material....
Ortwein Tailoring Co. of Rome, Ga.
Does the Work.
SEE US FOR
YOUR CLOTHING NEEDS

EXCELSIOR MILLS STORE

General Electric To Aid Students
In Industrial, Research Fields

J. Paul Sheedy* Switched to Wildroot Cream-Oil
Because He Flunked The Finger-Nail Test

WITH SMOKERS WHO KNOW...IT'S

fOR A WHIM, Sheedy's life story was a pretty sad tail. People
rode him about his wild, unruly hair. And it wasn't until his favorite filly gave him the gait that he decided to do something
about it. He trotted down to the corner drug store and
bought a bottle of Wildroot Cream-Oil hair tonic. You should
see him nowl Non-alcoholic Wildroot containing Lanolin
keeps his hair neat and well-groomed all day long. No more
annoying dryness, no more loose, ugly dandruff.
Take a tip from Sheedy. If your sugar balks when you ask
for a date, you need Wildroot Cream-Oil right away. Get it
in bottles or tubes- at your local drug or toilet goods counterAnd ask your barber for professional applications. You'll be
a winner every time!
* of 327 Burroughs Dr., Snyder, N. Y.
Wildroot Company, Inc., Buffalo 11, N. Y.

Yes, Camels are SO MILD thai in a coast-to-coast test
of hundreds of men and women who smoked Camels —
and only Camels—for 30 consecutive days, noted throat
specialists, making weekly examinations, reported

NOT ONE SINGLE CASE OF THROAT
IRRITATION due to smoking CAMELS!
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Six Seniors Who Will Close Out Grid Duty At Clemson
It was all offense. In fact, it was the most combined
offensive-minded game ever seen in Memorial Stadium.
We were outscored, 40-27, but this wasn't because Boston College had a superior offense to ours, because they
certainly did not. The Tiger running game, even though
Boston slightly outgained them on the ground, was as
good as I have ever seen here, but football games aren't
won on offense alone. In Ed Songin the Eagles had a
fine passer, and it was his accurate tosses that largely
contributed to the victory.
According to statistics, the Tigers were as good as Boston. First downs went to Clemson, 15 to 12, and the Golden
Eagles picked up only 22 net yards more than we did, but
these factors aren't considered in the final outcome of a football game except to maybe say "tough luck." So, what does
all this add up to? Well, there were some missed tackles at
inopportune moments, and the pass defense was pretty weak.
Of course, many of the pass completions can be accredited
to Mr. Songin. The coaching staff and players have worked
on every kind of defense since the season opened, so, it isn't
the fault of either. There is just one thing that is holding
them back, and that is experience. Give 'em time, they'll
come around. I'm definitely not writing the end of the 1949
Tigers. They have three games remaining and I believe that
they will take them all.
BACKS WERE TERRIFIC AGAINST B. C.
Enough praise can't be given the backs for their
magnificent job against Boston College. Led by Fred
Cone and Ray Matthews, the Bengal backfield was nothing short of sensational. They skirted the ends, played
hide-and-seek with the ball, and in general made the
monstrous 223 pound Boston line appear awfully slow.
Ray Matthews was the leading ground gainer for the
afternoon, picking up 81 yards in ten trys for an 8.1 average. Matthews was brilliant in his ball handling and
hiding the ball, and more than once he sent the big Eagles
in hot pursuit of the wrong man.
Fred "Cone ripped and tore his way for 94 yards in 16
trys, and he usually carried a couple of the visiting linemen
with him.
Jackie Calvert and Carol Cox turned in fine performances as did John Poulos, who refused to be moved
out of plays by the big Eagle interference. Bob Hudson
and Billy Grigsby were the sparkplugs in the middle of
the line, and Gene Moore gave his usual bang-up job.
About Fred Cone. I know that Cone is the best fullback
in South Carolina; I believe that he is by far the best in the
Southern Conference; and I know that I've never seen anyone any better anywhere. My opinion is that he will barely
make the All-State team, make only the second or third AllConference eleven and be lost completely in the mad scramble for any type of All-American honor. And why? Simply because most of these individuals aren't chosen on their
ability but on the publicity that they and their schools receive. Certainly this is an injustice, but there is nothing that
can be done about it—absolutely nothing.
Carol Cox received a back injury and will be out for
the remainder of the season. Carol has been ta tremendous help to the Tiger offensive machine this fall and
will be greatly missed Coach Howard has moved Ray
Matthews back to tailback, and Mike Kinney will move
up to bolster the wingback slot. Mike also turned in
some fine work against Boston and will help out a great
deal in the remaining games.
SECOND QUARTER JINX
It seems that in the last three games the second quarter
has been disastrous for the Bengal eleven. In fact, these
quarters have led almost directly to the defeat of the Tigers
in each of these games.
South Carolina picked up 13 points in that second period while Clemson failed to score, and that did it for the
Tigers that day. Practically the same thing happened
against the Wake Forest Deacons. Except for that same
period of time in which the Wakes tallied 20 points, the
Bengals would have gotten a 14-14 deadlock. Against
Boston College Saturday afternoon, it was the same sad
story. The Eagles scored three times to our once and
went on to grab off the victory.
In two of these three defeats the Tigers have rolled back
after the half to really make a ball game of it. They were
still hustling and trying for another TD when time ran out
against Wake Forest, and they had moved some sixty yards
against the Eagles and were knocking for another score when
time ran short once more. I can't ever remember seeing a
Clemson team quit, and this one is certainly not an exception.
Maybe against Duquesne it will be a little different. If the Bengals can get by that second period, it
should be a victory in the making. I'm not superstitious,
but let's all keep our fingers crossed when the teams
change goals in the first half Saturday.
SPffilT WAS GOOD, BUT
The student body has really given the team some fine
support this year and are to be commended for it, and whether
you believe it or not, the team plays better ball when they
know you're behind them. They've dropped some mighty
tough contests this year, games that they wanted to win as
much as you wanted to see them win, but not once have they
(Continued on Page 6)

JOHN POULOS

GENE MOORE

LUKE DEANHART

Cone And Matthews Are Standouts For
Tigers In Free-For-AII Scoring Bout

BOBBY WILLIAMS

COX (CAROL)

BONNEAU BRODIE

team on the next play and went
the distance for the last Boston
score. Petela made his last conversion attempt good and the Eagles had now moved out in front
40 to 21 with time running out.

Boston College outscored Clemson Tigers 40 to 27 before
20,000 Homecoming fans at Clemson Memorial Stadium Sat- MATTHEWS BAFFLES EAGLES
Clemson was determined to
urday afternoon. A brilliant assemblage of guests were on make another tally even though
hand to witness the high scoring contest. Governor J. Strom there wasn't much time left.
Thurmond and Secretary of Labor Maurice Tobin, former Carol Cox ran back a B. C.
Mayor of Boston and Ex-Governor of the state of Massachu- punt some 30 yards. Matthews
setts were present.
ran for 25 and jump passed to
Clemson won the toss and <
elected to receive. Jackie "Lord"
Calvert raced the opening Songin threw a beautiful aerial
kickoff back some 36 yards. to Boverini who took the ball all
Kagin' Ray Mathews rambled alone in the end zone. Petela
for 36 more as the crowd went again converted and the score
wild. Calvert tossed a pass to read 21-7.
the goal but the ball was dropped by the Tiger, receiver. TIGERS FALL FAR BEHIND
Calvert ran to B. C.'s 11 yard
Before the Tigers could get
line. Mathews lost four but
started again, Boverini intergained seven on the next play,
cepted one of Calvert's passes
but that made it fourth down
and raced 25 yards to the Tig
and still five yards to go for
6. Petela placed the ball in
the tally.
the end zone after two line
EAGLES DRAW FIRST BLOOD cracks. Petela, burly B. C.
fullback missed his try for the
The Eagles took over on their P. A. T. Boston College 27own five. After two running Clemson 7.
plays netted nine yards Boston
Clemson refused to give up as
College fumbled and the Tigers
Cone ran the next kickoff back
recovered on the 15. The Eagles 28 yards. Calvert passed to the
defense stiffened and the Tigs '"Bama Bomber" who carried the
were driven back to the B. C. 24 egg to the Eagle 26. Three passes
as the Tigers' pass protection fell fell incomplete, but Carol Cox
apart and the passers were tossed to end Glenn Smith for
thrown for huge losses. Boston the score as the half ended.
College started a drive that was Chandler placed the ball through
to go the distance during the next the uprights and put the Tigers
eleven plays. Petela ran over to within two scores of B. C. The
standing up from the Clemson 11 half time score was 27-14.
climaxing a drive of some 76
The next half had hardly gotyards that was highlighted by
ten underway before the scoring
the passes of Ed Songin.
Cone took the kickoff 26 yards. began again. This time Calvert
Furious Fred took the pigskin on intercepted one of Ed Songin's
the next two plays. Cone, car- tosses and ziz-zagged 30 yards
rying for the third time in suc- for the touchdown. This put the
cession, rumbled for another first Tigers within one score of the
down on an 11 yard burst Bostonians at this point. The
through the Eagle giants. Calvert ball again sailed between the
got six and Mathews was good post and the score was now 27
for 8 more. The Alabama Ma- for the Eagles and 21 for the
rauder then slashed through the Tigers.
Cone kicked off to B. C. The
BC monsters for 19 yards. This
put the 'skin on the one';. After Eagles immediately began their
making the drive single handed, aerial fireworks with Songin
it was only natural for the El- leading the way. Songin's passes
more assassain to bowl over for put the ball on the Eagle 41, but
the Bengals' first counter. Chand- the Tigs held. The Tigers not
ler converted and the score was only failed to make any headway,
but were penalized back to their
all knotted up at 7-7.
one yard line. Calvert kicked
The score remained at a dead- from his own end zone for 42
lock for only a minute or so, yards. The Eagles moved the
as the Bostonians began an- punt back to the Clemson 30.
other goalward drive after the Songin again wound up and
kickoff. Songin passed to Pe- heaved one to end Mike Rorake
tela for 31 yards that carried, who eluded Mathews and crossto the Clemson 30. Wyndham ed the double stripe for another
missed a chance for an inter- Irish marker. Petela's converception on the next play that sion was not good and the Eagles
would save the Tigs. However, maintained a 33 to 21 lead as
the Eagles running attack the third canto came to a close.
moved the ball to the four and.,
After the next kickoff by B. C,
Songin passed from there. Pe- the Tigers Were forced to punt.
tela converted and the score Clemson tightened and the Eagles
boved to 14-7..'.
punted. The Bengals seemed to
move backwards, as attempted
The Boston College lads kick- pass plays drew heavy losses.
ed off to the Tigers, who moved Cone was forced to kick.
The
the ball to their own 15 yard kick looked great but the ball
stripe. Cone fumbled on the next rolled back to the Tig 30 and was
play and the Eagles were again downed at that point. Joe Dimi
knocking on the scoring gates, nick eluded most of the Tiger

WATCH ANNOUNCEMENTS FOR THE

1950 FORD

Gil Rushton for 11 more precious yards. Then Ragin Ray
completely baffled the B. C.
defense as he raced the remaining 23 yards unmolested
for the final count of the game.
After the next kickoff, the Bostonians were held and forced to
kick. Clemson took over on their
own 40 yard line. Only seconds
remained as Ray Matthews threw
a 50 aerial to back Mike Kinney
for the longest play of the game.
Kinney was downed on the B. C.
ten. Matthews again tossed a
short one to end John Poulous
who was nailed 4 yards short of
pay dirt as the blast from the gun
ended the exciting battle.

MHSM

THE DU PONT

DIGEST
FOR STUDENTS OF SCIENCE ANO ENGINEERING
fifr&'il*1

yarn
from
corncobs!
A DU PONT PROCESS CONVERTS

at HOKE SLOAN'S
WHITE ARROW SHIRTS, French Cuffs

$3.65

A. 6. Sveinbjorntton, Ph.D., Organic Chemistry, University of Kansas, 1948, and H. B.
Copelin, M. S., Organic Chemistry, Cornell,
1941, studying new furfural derivatives.

cyanide available for converting the
1,4-dichlorobutane into adiponitrile.
The final product, hexamethylenediamine, is then reacted with adipic
acid to make nylon "salt." Still more
processing and the salt becomes yarn,
and the nylon flake used by the
plastics industry.

This is an excellent example of the
interesting work in industrial organic
chemistry carried on at Du Pont. It
required the technical knowledge and
skill of highly trained research and
development men, including organic
and physical chemists; chemical, mechanical, civil and electrical engineers, and others.

One of the fascinating things about
nylon is the unlikely sounding raw
materials that go into it. Popularly, nylon is said to be made from
coal, air and water. This is because
originally, in developing its chemical intermediates, chemists used benzene (from coal), ammonia (from air
and water), and oxygen (from air).
But Du Pont is always looking for
new ways of doing things. After the
discovery of nylon in 1934, research
men immediately began looking for
alternative ways of making the two
main intermediates—adipic acid and
hexamethylenediamine. In 1935,
when nylon was still in the laboratory stage and three years before its
commercial debut, they started work
on the possibility of using furfural
in the process.

Seal* model of apart of the Du Pont adiponitrile plant at Niagara Falls. Here furfural, an
agricultural by-product, is converted into a
chemical intermediate for making nylon.

Opportunities at Du Pont
in many scientific fields

FOR MAKING NYLON

Pendleton, S. C.

-- $10.95

Furfural has been used in thechemical industry for 25 years, but it is
little known to the layman. A tancolored liquid with a faint bitteralmond odor, it is made from a wide
variety of agricultural by-products.
Among these are corncobs and hulls
ofcottonseed, oats, rice—all available
in practically unlimited quantities
from America's farms.

FURFURAL INTO A CHEMICAL

PENDLETON MOTOR CO.

GRAY FLANNELS „

lllllli::l

Ragin Ray Matthews, Clemson's candidate for All-Southern honors, is shown racing for the Tigers5
final touchdown on a 23 yard jaunt. Matthews turned in his usual sterling performance, averaging 8 yards per try and completing two out of three passes for 56 yards. Moving in to try and stop
Matthews are Boston College players Goode (80), Spiney (81) and Donovan (77). Clemson fullback
Fred Cone (31) can also be seen at the far right.

COMING SOON

Your Ford Dealer

5L

C. R. Dew»y, B. S. Chem., Niagara University, 1941, and J. M. Estes, B.S. Ch.E., University of Missouri, 1937, engaged in production^ adiponitrile at the Du Pont Electrochemicals planttin Niagara falls, New York.

14 Years of Research
and Development
It seems a far cry from corncobs to
nylon, and it was. The development
from the first small-scale*laboratory
experiments to the present full-scale
plant cost 14 years of time and about
five million dollars. But it enabled
chemists to produce large quantities
of adiponitrile, the compound from
which hexamethylenediamine is
made, by an economical process
which uses natural materials that
are in continuous supply.
In the new process, furfural is converted by a series of steps to 1,4-dichlorobutane. The next step explains
in part why Du Pont undertook the
project in the first place. As producers of cyanides, they had sodium

Only a large company with ample
resources in men and money could
afford to engage in research of such
magnitude. To the young college
graduate, Du Pont offers the broadestof opportunities inmany scientific
fields, along with the advantages of
working directly with a small group
of associates.
Keynote of Du Pont personnel
policy is promotion from within on
a competitive merit basis. A conscientious effort is made not only
to choose college-trained people of
promise, but to develop each individual as rapidly as possible.

»u. «.,.,** off.

BETTER THINGS FOR BETTER LIVING
, ...THROUGH CHEMISTRY

Entertaining, informative—Listen to "Cavalcade of
America" Tuesday Nights, NBC Coast to Coast
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Below Are Seniors Who Play Last Home Game Saturday proved Duquesne Team
Coming To Clemson For
Last Home Game Of

For the second time in as many
weeks, Palmetto grid fans will be
presented an opportunity to see
Clemson's scrapping Tigers collide with a foe from the North.
This time, it will be the Duquesne
Dukes furnishing the opposition
By Charles Meiburg
in an intersectional tilt that will
Back
in 1915, about the time
be played Saturday night at 8
o'clock in Memorial Stadium be- of the outbreak of the World War,
fore an expected crowd of 15,000. one of Auburn's great teams was
Fresh from a win over St. meeting the fabulous •point-aLouis University, the Dukes will minute team of Vandy. Aubux-n
be trying to stay in the win col- had come to the game unscored
umn, whereas the Tigers will be upon and undefeated in Southseeking to break a three game ern play for the past two year?,
losing streak. The Pittsburg lads whereas the 1915 Vaf^Terbilt team
have won 3 and lost 3 while the had a reputation for scoring a
JIMMY JONES
Bengals boast a 2, 4 and 1 record, point-a-minute. The captain of
Duquesne has lost to Wake Forest, that Vanderbilt eleven, which won
Alabama and Villanova and has [ the 17 to 0, was "Russ" Cohen,
defeated Muhlenburg, St. Louis then a junior from Nashville.
and Holy Cross. The Tiger wins j Henry Russell Cohen, Jr., was
GENE CARSON
After last week's disaster I Vandy will be in for it again this j
have come over Presbyterian and'born in 1893 in Augusta, Georgia,
JIM REYNOLDS
BILL DELOACH
! hope I can redeem myself before week.
They will be on their j
No team, in this year of upsets N. C. State. They have lost to | to Savannah Barrett and Henry
the grid season comes to a close. home field, but the Greenies will j
is quite sure of a bowl bid, but Rice, South Carolina: Wake For- i Russell Cohen. He attended BowMy average dropped from 82 % be too big and too many.
there are three who should make est and Boston College. Missis- I en Preparatory School at Nashto 77% for the season. With only
the grade without too much diffi- sippi State battled the Howard- ville, Tennessee, where he lettered
L. S. U. over Miss. State—Tinsthree weeks remaining I've got to
i. Claire Draper
culty, California's Golden Bears, men to a 7-7 tie game earlier in in both football and baseball,
watch my step in order to main- ley's Bayou Tigers are looking
making the All-City team in 1912.
the Oklahoma Sooners and the the season.
2. Harold Littlejohn
i tain a good percentage. Upsets better each week. After defeat- i
This game will mark the third A year later young Cohen enRice Owls. And if they make it,
3.
Lewis
Calvert
this week were again numerous, ing a good U. N. C. team and ,
it will be repeat performances for in a series between the two teams tered Vanderbilt. Here he played
in fact too numerous to men- Vandy the last couple of weeks ! 4. Joe Black
the Californians and Sooners. Ok- who first met on the gridiron in four years of varsity football, cap| tion.
; it just doesn't look like the Ma5. Grady Strom
lahoma, ranged third in the na- 1947 with Clemson coming out on taining the famous 1915 eleven.
A few of the remaining unde- roons will be more than a-breath- ;
6. Ben MeLeod
tion at the present, should get a top, 34-13. *The Tigers also took
In 1917, a year after his gradfeated elevens will be stretching er.
return engagement in the Sugar last year's fracas by a 42 to 0 uation from Vanderbilt, Cohen en7. D. C. LeGrand
I their winning streaks, while a
Bowl since this is the largest ex- count, but the Dukes really threw tered the Army, serving with the
Armv over
8. C. D. Coleman
great many other teams, such as
Perm—The Quakers
cept for the Rose Bowl, which has a scare into the Benals. They ran 31st Division in Europe: ' When
Jack
Neel
9.
Clemson,
will
be
trying
to
break
Sot
another
surprise
last
week
;
By DICK RAINES
a working agreement with the Pa- roughshod over the Tigers in the discharged in 1919, he held the
when
> back into the win column.
Virginia
stopped
'em.
10. Harry Merritt
cific Coast league and the Big first quarter and in the first half rank of First Lieutenant.
Upon
Here's the lineup for this week. There'll be no surprise this Sat11. Vernon Smith
Ten conference. California has racked up 12 first downs to 1 for leaving the service, Cohen, who
urday as the Black Knights
bowled over everything on the the Bengals.
After facing defeat their past three outings, the Tigers I
had been disabled in the war,
CIemson over Duquesne _ 1>m
12. Abe White
should roll on to another victory.
west coast and should be a "shoo
The battle
Saturday night joined the coaching staff at the
will be going all out to try and salvage their remaining three ; bound to luck up and pick a
should match two fairly
even University of Georgia, where he
in" for the Rose affair.
contests. A win might get the Bengals back into winning j Tiser
victory
sometime.
The
Navy over Columbia--Little's
Rice, although having dropped a elevens. The Dukes are now op- coached the first Georgia fresh- j
their
miserable
showing
. . ,
j
.,
,
„ ,
~.
Dukes are definitely weaker than Lions should suffer defeat again for
m,
stride and save them from an unsuccessful season. The Tigs the last two teams that have en- this week. The Middies are just against the Sooners last year, close one to the L. S. U. Tigers erating under a new coach, Bill man team, in addition to taking a
opponents this week should not give them as much trouble as : gaged the men of Tigertown, but too rough and tough for Colum- but Oklahoma will be rough earlier in the season, has gotten by Ahwest, who is one of the young- course in agriculture. In 1921, he
all the tough ones in the South- est coaches in college football to- took over the job of coaching the
enough to win.
their past three have. The Dukes of Dusquesne don't have they wiU still make a better bia.
west conference and, if there is day. Ahwesh is only 29. Coach backs at Mercer, and in 1922, he
Rice over Texas A. & M.—The not another of those frequent up- Ahwesh starred on the famed Du- ' scouted for his Alma Mater, VanPrinceton over Yale—Ole Eli
a passer around that can be classed with Boston College's Ed £S£? ^ ^i^'cSZl
Aggies won't be able to repeat sets, should take the crown and quesne teams of 1939, 1940, and \ derbilt.
just
doesn't
have
it
this
season.
Songin, so with a weaker pass offense the House of Howard Quite a few markers are due
The Tigers shoulld claw 'em by last week's surprising perform- go on into the Cotton classic in 1941.
When Wallace Wade took over
may be able to come up with win number three.
!to be countered again this week
ance. The Owls want a Cotton Dallas.
Perhaps the most feared back on the head coaching reins at Alaand this time I believe the Tigers three T. D.'s.
Bowl bid and the Aggies aren't
Just whho will oppose the the squad is Ralph Longmore, bama in 1923, "Russ" Cohen acwin
DUKES SPORTS EDITOR CONFIDENT
set the most of em, say
Cornell over Dartmouth—This gonna stop 'em.
Golden Bears in the west coast who, incidentally, is the one who companied him there as backfield
; around 34 to 19.
tilt will be just about as close as
tussle will probably be decided carried the brunt of the Duke coach. -For five years, he served
S. M. U. over Arkansas—This
Ed Dembinsky, etc., seems to think that the Dukes will
The Big Red
Miami over South
CaroUna_ last year's contest.
this Saturday when the Ohio attack against the Tigers last fall. in this capacity, until he took on
one
should
be
close.
The
Razorstop our Tigers by two touchdowns.
Of course the Red and The Hurricanes are a greatly im- by one marker.
at
backs are big and good, so Walk- State Buckeyes clash with Illi- But there will be more than the head coaching position
enough opposition coming from Louisiana State. In 1932, Cohen
Blue should make the tilt more interesting than they have in I proved club over last year's ragBrown over Harvard — Little er & Company will have to do nois.
Just who will go to Florida for
, j ged
eleven.
They've
stopped
the previous two meetings, but if anyone wins by two scores Georgia and Detroit among others Brown is all right for herself more than they did last week if the Orange Bowl is anybody's the brilliant offensive unit head- moved again, this time back to
this year and should avenge last victory is to be theirs.
ed by Ray Matthews and Fred Vanderbilt as an associate to his
it'll be the Tigers. After all, we'll be playing on our home and held Purdue to a mere 14 year's defeat by the Crimson.
guess. Right now, it looks as
former coach, Dan McGruden. AfAlso: Baylor over Wyoming, though hit will be some dark Cone.
field and will have more than enough support from the stu- to 0 win. The Gamecocks will be One vote for the Bears,
ter serving as the head man at
This could very easily turn out the University of Cincinnati from
Fordham over Boston College, horse. There is a growing list of
dents. One Uiliig mriavor of Duquesne is they've had two up against a stronger opponent
in Miami and just . won't have
Notre Dame over North CarO' California over Oregon, Cincin- candidates, too. Virginia, Boston | to be another game like the Clem- 1935 to 1938, Cohen retired from
weeks to prepare for the contest. So, if the Pittsburghers enough to win.
Una—Justice & Company are due nati over Xavier, V. M. I. over University, Wyoming and the Col son-Wake Forest tilt.
full-time coaching. However, in
I for another rousing defeat. May- The'- Citadel, Georgetown over lege of the Pacific all head this
go down to defeat they shouldn't have any alibis.
1938, he went to Virginia Military
Wake Forest over N. C. State— be even worse than the Tennes- Denver, Detroit over St.Louis group because they are unbeaten
Institute as backfield coach dur! State has just managed to eek out see slaughter. Of course, maybe
TIGS HAVE SLIGHT WEIGHT ADVANTAGE
;
Tulane no
longer \ in the football season. He served
„
, ■'.
...
™.i them, 20-0.
: wins over weak teams the past the Irish will have an off day. Furman over Davidson,' Okla. A. j
Several teams saw their u
bowl holds even the slightest hope of there until he came to Clemson
two
&
M.
over
Kansas
State,
Santa
shattered
this
past
weekhopes
The
Deacs,
on
the
Even
so,
I
still
like
the
men
from
Clemson will have a slight weight advantage in the line.
weeks.
in 1947 in this same capacity.
other
Clara over St. Mary's, Stanford end. S. M. U. was dropped from getting a bid. Navy tied them.
e r '
f un<
hem_ South Bend
The
Tigers
have
a
forward
wall
that
averages
somewhat
over
"^
°
\
j
'
Cohen, who married Mary Nell
0 ^ **?
_.„
°
,
,.,,..,,
,
selves. W. F. by four touchdowns.
t over Idaho; Penn State over | the ranks of contender when she At the first of the season North Porter in 1925, considers the 1925
200. Duquesne has a line that tips the scales at around a
Minnesota over Pittsburg—Pitt
was
tied
this
past
Saturday
by
Carolina had hopes of returning to | Alabama Rose Bowl team as the
Ga. Tech over Alabama—Tech should make the game interest- Temple, Tennessee over Missis196 pound average. The backfields are about even, both avthe Texas Aggies.
Baylor_was ^ Sugar Bowi; but L g n and! m^r'sensational^he^has ' ever
*>,»,«;„« ,u„t IQ« „„ „J„
m,
^. ,
,
, .
played superblyy last week against
ing,. but the Gophers are loaded sippi, Texas over T. C. U, U. C. also toppled from that select group
8
eragmg about 186 pounds. The Dukes have only two seniors the Vols.
Tenn. took care of that little mat- j coached. This was the first SouthTh e Jackets ha ve
a and have a little too much pow- | L. A. over Washington, and Wisof "none lost" when the University j
(Continued on Page 6)
in their starting line and only one in the first string back- ; team with lots of speed and de- erof Texas ran roughhshod over | ter.
consin over Iowa.
field. So as a hold the Blue and Red will again be fielding ception and they'll be out to
Ohio State over Illinois—O. S.
avenge last year's defeat, So, a
a chiefly junior and sophomore eleven.
U. are making a strong bid for
vote for the egineers
the Big Ten crown and shouldn't
DUQUESNE HAS NEW GRID MENTOR
Georgia over Auburn — Maybe be st°PPed bv Rav Elliot's Fightthe Bulldogs can break into the mg IUimThe Dukes began the '49 grid campaign under the lead- win column. However, don't sell
Michigan over Indiana—Just a
ership of Phil Ahwesh, 29 year old former Duquesne stand- the Plainsmen short.
breather for the men. from Ann
Arbor.
out. Ahwesh played on the great Blue and Red team of '41
Kentucky over Florida—Kainthat went undefeated. Under Ahwesh, Duquesne has al- tuck won't have any push over.
Northwestern over Colgate—
ready improved on their past two season's performances by As you rememred, look what the Another snap or the Wildcats.
OLD SPICE MUG
winning three of their seven games this year. A win this Gators did to Butt's Bulldogs.
Oklahoma over Missouri—The
Tulane over Vanderbil t—*Tigers will be out to make up
Saturday night over the Tigers would give his team their

Russ Cohen Is Great
Tiger Grid Coach

No Team Is Sure

Predictions For This Week's Games

Of Post Season Bid

Tennis Ladder

Sportfacts
in
Focus

f
f Shaving

It

first win in the series.
Winged T.

Ahwesh's

charges

run from the

MORE ABOUT DUQUESNE UNIVERSITY

NIMMONS & FIELD COMPANY
A Complete General Merchandise Store

Duquesne U. was founded in 1878 as the Pittsburgh Academy of the Holy Ghost.
The name was changed to the Pittsburgh College of the
Holy Ghost in 1879. In 1911 the name of the institution became the University of the Holy Ghost and in the same year
it was changed to its present name of Duquesne. Duquesne
has an enrollment of some 5,200 students. The Dukes football eleven play their home games at Forbes Field, which is
the home of the Pittsburgh Pirates during the baseball season.

YOUR NORGE DEALER
Seneca, S. C.

•fr

Phone 630

COMPLIMENTS OF

-fr

Ross Buifders Supplies, Inc.
SENECA, S. C.

TEL. 401

TIGERS ARE DRILLING HARD TO IMPROVE DEFENSE
Although the Tigers certainly have plenty of strength in
their offense they have been sadly lacking in their defense
during the past few weeks. The defense seems to be the
difference in a successful Tiger team and an unsuccessful
one. If Coach Howard can muster together an improved defense, the Tigers are a pretty sure bet to break the ice with
a win this week. After watching football practice this afternoon, I'd say that there has been some improvement over
the pass defense, but just how much of an improvement has
been made will be settled in Memorial Stadium this Saturday night.

PEOPLES FURNITURE CO.
DEALERS IN HOUSEHOLD FURNITURE, RADIOS, STOVES,
ELECTRIC APPLIANCES, REFRIGERATORS, ETC.
327-329 Main Street
SENECA, SOUTH CAROLINA

Phone 460

J. E. SIRRINE COMPANY
Engineers
GREENVILLE

SOUTH CAROLINA
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CHARLIE'S SPECIAL SAUCE
On Sale at Ballentine's Super Market
Sporting Goods

CHARLIE'S STEAK HOUSE
18 E. Coffee Street

Greenville, S. C.

Hardware

SULLIVAN HARDWARE CO.
ANDERSON, S. C.

tt
tY

Folding
Cameras

BOX CAMERAS

PROJECTOR

$6.35 and $7.50

$27.50

Mews
$1.00

OLD SPICE LOTION

$1.20

$29.00 to $72.75

OLD SPICE TALC

/tt £*Atf... a pipe that SMOKES

90c

% MENNENS SKIN BRACER

T
T
T

EASTMAN
KODAKS
AND
FILMS

59c
MENNENS SHAV. CREAM

49c

MILD AS A CIGARETTE
* **

*J

FALCON

SEAFORTH MUGS

$1.00
SEAFORTH LOTION

$1.20

k* ********

*.

PIPES

i,** *

t?t
Hair
Tonics tt
CREAM OIL

T

VITALIS
LUCKY TIGER

Y
fT

KREML

T

FITCH'S
MAHDEEN

THE FIRST

RAZOR BLADES
ALL MAKES
SHAVING
BRUSHES

$1.00 up

FINE LINE
PENCILS

Pipe weighs
1 ounce

HOW EVERYONE CAN ENJOY A PIPE. Falcon's
fine imported briar smokes totally dry
... totally goo-free, mild as a cigarette—
ALWAYS Humidome GOO-TRAP
underneath bowl
traps the moisture
below stem line (patented). No filter
because no stem goo to filter. Doesn't
even need a pipe cleaner.
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SHAEFFER
PARKER
FOUNTAIN PENS ♦!♦

Briar bowl
guaranteed
lye»r
against
burnout

P&tfrctcd
GOO-LESS
PIPE

T

$1.00
The goo Is trapper
OUTSIDE anc?
UNDERNEATH
the bowl

THE REXALL STORE
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PARKER '21' PENSX

$5.00

L C. Martin Drug Company
P. S. McCollum, Owner
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Trailing The Tiger

YMCA Membership

(Continued from Page 4)

quit. I think that is evident by the way they have bounced
back against the last two opponents. So, let's all stay behind 'em, win, lose, or tie.
There is just one thing that doesn't seem at all fair.
Some of the students in the stands have been "knocking"
the players on the field. Yes, Clemson players. Now,
this is pretty poor sportsmanship, because those boys are
doing their best out there. It would be a pretty good
idea for those who have done this to get a uniform from
the field house and try the game himself before criticizing others. I feel sure that Coach Howard won't turn
down any good prospects.
The last few pep meetings haven't met with too much
success. Now, this is the last home game coming up, and
we should all turn out and let them know that they are still
"our team". Let's all try to attend Thursday night at 7
o'clock.

Cohen
Cabs Preparing For Russ
(Continued from Page

Till With Little Wind
Clemson's oiling Cub backs are
getting back into their pads for
the game with the Furman Little
Wind on November 19 at Clemson
Memorial Stadium.
Walhalla's
Maurice Alexander, Lexington,
Vinginia's Pooley Hubert, and
Florence's "Red" McClellan are
the tailbacks who have seen little
action because of sustained injuries.
Ed Hill, a blocking back, is
another backfield man who has
been out. Hill will be ready to
go Friday week for the first time
since the Fort Jackson game. For
the wingbacks, Kenneth Moore of
Augusta, Georgia, has recuperated and will be ready for the tilt.
In case the offense bogs down,
there are four capable freshman
punters who are constantly imroving. They are Jim Shirley of
Seneca, "Red" McClellan, Pooley
Hubert, and Maurice Alexander.
The Little Wind whipped the
Carolina Biddies 6-0 last Friday
night at Greenville's Sirrine Stadium. The Biddies eked by the
Cubs by the score of 27-20 earlier
in the season. According to mathematical formulae, the Little Wind
should emerge with a two touchdown victory, but according to the
progress -ef the Cub team, the
Little Tigers will be the ones on
top.
Reports from the coaches say
the team has been "looking up"
since the injured have returned.
Competition has been stirred up
and the Cubs are working harder
for positions. The coaches and
observers note that the boys are
getting into shape for their best
game of the season.

Football Tourney
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ern team to go to the Rose Bowl
and the first Southern team to
win a Rose Bowl game.
When
asked who the best player he has
coached is, Cohen replied, "Fred
Cone is the best runnin fullback
I have ever seen, and that includes
Pooley Hubert, Tony Holmes, Joe
Muha, and Dixie Roberts." All
of these men were either All-American or All-Southehrn.
Clemson should*well be proud
to have this veteran coach on its
staff, for in addition to his gentlemanly manners, he is also an
instructor of the first degree.

Sfarnes Takes Over
State Scoring
Wofford's Bob Starnes took over the top spot in the state scoring parade by virtue of the two
touchdowns he scored against the
Northeastern
Oklahoma
State
eleven this past week-end. Starnes
lost, the leadership last week to
Newberry's Hank Witt, who failed to break into the scoring column this past week. Starnes has
scored 48 points and Witt is second with 39.
Five men are tied for third
place honors with 30 points each.
Ray Matthews, Fred Cone, and
Glenn Smith, all of Clemson, Seigler of Newberry, and Sewell of
Wofford have 30 points.
Player and School
G TD Pat TP
Starnes, Wofford
8 8 0 48
Witt, Newberry.. ._ ..8 6 3 39
Cone, Clemson
7 5 0 30
Matthews, Clemson .. 7 5 0 30
Smith, Clemson.. .. ..7 5 0 30
Seigler, Newberry
8 5 0 30
Sewell, Wofford
8 5 0 30
Watts, Presbyterian .. 7 4 0 28
Calvert, Clemson
7 4 0 28
Jasonek, Furman
8 4 0 28
Fleming, Presbyterian 7 4 0 28

Dairy Club Meets To
As the touch football program Hear F. A. Burlner
comes closer to the end all teams
Hearing Finals

are putting everything "they have
into each game so that they may
retain their rating or improve
their standing. There are still
four teams A-l, D-l, B-3, and
D-3, that have not lost a game
and eight teams, B-l, C-l, C-2,
A-3, A-4, C-4, Barracks 10, and
T-2 that have a tie game or have
only lost one. Games for the
past week have been close in
most instances. Last Thursday
B-l defeated B-4 by a score of
15 to 0, which was one of the
high scores of the season. The
same day a fast B-2 team deeated a good A-2 team.
On Monday, November 7, C-2
defeated A-4 in one of the best
games of the season, 2 to 0,
while D-3 defeated Barracks 8
by a score of 19 to 13 in an overtime period. Tuesday Barracks
2 won over Barracks 5 by a
score of 2 to 0, and Barracks 10
defeated T-2 26 to 6.
An overtime period in touchball may sound unreasonable,
but the Intramural Council ruled
that any game ending in a tie
there must be a continuation of
the game to determine a winner
unless both teams agree to end
the game in a tie. That is done
because the championship in
touch football is decided on the
percentage of games won.
Games are not scheduled on
Wednesday now because of parades that are held each Wednesday at 5:15 which do not allow
time to play a game before time
for the Corps to be on the field
for parades.

John E. Wessinger, president
of the Clemson Dairy Club, reports that the Tuesday night
meeting of the Dairy Club had
as speaker, F. A. Burtner, Jr.,
associate professor of Sociology,
who told the members of his experiences while on a tour of
Europe this past summer.
Also, further plans were made
by the club for the publication of
a Dairy Department Directory
this year which has not been
done since before the war. The
usual refreshments were enjoyed by the members while further
discussion was carried on concerning the coming publication of
this directory.

Sunrise Service Plans
Being Made By Church
Plans for the annual sunrise
Thanksgiving program are now
underway. The services will be
held at 6:15 A. M. Tuesday, November 22, at- the Clemson
Methodist Church.
Students of the local church
groups will conduct the program
and special music will be rendered by the College Glee Club.
This service was started three
years ago by the B. S. U. and
has since been sponsored by all
the local church groups.

| Church Board Names
Prof. Gaston Gage
As Its Chairman

Drive To Begin
The annual YMCA membership and building fund campaign
for the Clemson YMCA will start
on November 15. Each student
will be asked to contribute to the
building fund, and will also be
asked to join the "Y."
The building fund is being
raised for the purpose of enlarging and improving the YMCA
building. The preesnt plan is for
the construction and improvement of the ' auditorium, club
rooms, and some Of the transient
rooms. Proposed for the basement is a recreation area and a
game room.
The new auditorium will provide adequate space for. those
who wish to attend movies and
it will also provide a place for
meetings.
All students registered at Clemson are entitled to become members of the "Y." All students are
entitled to use the swimming
pool, club rooms, and the "Y"
cabin on the Seneca River. The
YMCA also Supports intramural
sports and programs planned for
students, wives of married students, and visitors.

A.S.T.E. Initiates
9 New Members
The Clemson chapter of the
American Society of Textile Engineers held a formal initiation
for new members Tuesday, November 8. Those men initiated
into the society are as follows,
W. J. Cochran, W. H. Cooper,. J.
R. Dawkins, Gaston Gage, Jr., R.
G. Smith, J. R. Stewart, C. F.
Williams, J. G. Williamson, and
H. P. Worth.
These are the first men to be
initiated into the club since it
was organized last year.
Officers for the forthcoming
year are Don Garren, Easley,
president; R. W. Crouch, Greenville, vice-president; H. F. Magill, Clemson, secretary; D. C.
Shirley, Orangeburg, treasurer;
and H. C. Wingard, Lexington,
critic and 'parliamentarian.

MEMS

The entire Cadet Corps of Clemson College is shown above as they
assembled in mass formation on the football field in Memorial Stadium preceding the Homecoming game between Clemson and Boston College.

Melton
American Legion Post James
((Continued from
To Sponsor Banquet
'The division of the American
Legion of Clemson, will hold its
annual armistice day banquet at
the Clemson Methodist Church,
Friday night, November 11, at
seven p.' m.
The banquet is for both the
Legion and the Women's Auxiliary. Commander O. B. Garrison will preside.
Congressman Joseph R. Bryson
is to be the main speaker. Congressman Bryson is a member
of the American Legion, and has
served in both the State Senate
and Legislature for one term. He
has served as the Congressional
Representative from District Four
since 1939. Congressman Bryson, whose home is in, Greenville, S. C, is a partner in the law
firni of Bryson and Pyle.
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down-to-earth human beings in
the business. When oh tour he
is quick to tell all comers about
the beauty of his 22 months old
daughter, and he is like an impatient schoolboy as he looks forward to joining Mar go and his
wife "Marjorie.
The six-foot vocalizer has come
a long way since the days he used
to pump a handorgan and sing in
the choir of a little Georgia
church. Today Mr. Melton's
biggest problem is finding enough
hours in the day.

SHOP

SENECA. S.C

CLEMSON
THEATRE
Clemson, S. C.
FRIDAY & SATURDAY
NOVEMBER 11, 12

'FIGHTING
KENTUCKIAN'
with John Wayne

MONDAY & TUESDAY
NOVEMBER 14,15

'YOU'RE MY
EVERYTHING'
with Anne Baxter, Dan Dailey

WED. & THURS.
NOVEMBER 16, 17

'THE GREAT
SINNER
with Gregory Peck,
Ava Gardner
Coming Soon
MADAME BOVARY
SEE

A Good Show in Modern
Comfort

For the Best in Home Cooked Foods

CLEMSON CAFETERIA &
BAKERY
"Y" Building
TRY OUR STEAK SANDWICHES WITH
CRISP FRENCH FRIED POTATOES
TAKE HOME SOME PASTRIES
FROM OUR BAKERY

Specializing in
HOT DOGS
AND HAMBURGERS
Open 'Til 1:00 A. M.

Thursday, November 10, 1949

Open to Public 7 a. m. to 11 p. m.
Mr. and Mrs. R. L. Morris, Operators

Phone 6461

Copyright 19-19,

LIGGETT
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Gaston Gage, professor of textiles, was elected chairman of the
board of stewards of the Clemson Methodist Church for the
new conference year, which begins this week. Also elected at a
meeting Sunday night was Leonard R. Booker, itinerant teachertrainer industrial education, who
was named secretary of the
board.
The board of stewards consists
of sixteen men, with four men
retired and four men added each
year. The stewards who have
one year to serve are: H. M.
Brown, J. B. Monroe, L. R.
Booker, and Gaston Gage. Stewards to serve for two more years
are: S. R. Rhodes, F. L. McNatt,
C. M. Stuart, and A. B. Bryan.
The following stewards have
three more years to serve: F. C.
Anderson, A. C. Jenkins, W. B.
Williams, and S. M. Martin. The
new stewards added this year
whose terms expire in 1953 are:
Li O. Van Blaricom, W. H. Gray,
J. K. Williams, and'C. W. Bolen.
The board of trustees has not
organized for the year, but the
members are: for one year: G. D.
Hallmark, J. V. Walters, and J.
Q. Sears; for two years: J. B.
Cooper, B. H. Hodges, and J. B.
Richardson;' for three years: David Dunavan, L. O. Clayton and
S. A. Marbut. G. D. Hallmark
has served as chairman for the
past year.

Former Clemson Man
Killed In Accident
P. J. "Jimmy" Leach died Sunday night from injuries sustained
in an automobile crash. The accident happened early Sunday
morning in Abbeville. He apparently lost control of his car
which struck a telephone pole.
The motor was driven back into
the front seat, pinning him beneath it. More than forty-five
minutes passed before he was
freed from the wreckage.
Leach was rushed immediately
to the University Hospital in Augusta, Georgia, where it was
found that he suffered several
fractures, including a fractured
skull. He died about midnight,
Sunday.
Leach finished Clemson last
summer, receiving a degree in
textile manufacturing. After
leaving Clemson, he was employed by the Gerrish-Milliken plant
at Pendleton. He had attended
the Clemson-Boston College
game and was returning to see
his sister in Abbeville.

CLASSIFIED
FOR SALE—Spinet pi&no, .must
dispose of high grade Spinet
piano at once. Looks and plays
like new. Responsible party can
pay small down payment. Write
Finance Dept Care Mr. Cropp, P.
O. Box 262, Athens, Ga., and I
will advise where to see the
piano.
J'

Gas

Oil

HARRIS ESSO
STATION
Washing

Anderson, S. C.

W.S.N.W.atlI50
ON YOUR DIAL ,
Presents this Saturday for your listening pleasure the
University of Alabama Crimson Tide vs. the Ga. Tech
Yellow Jackets.
Listen to the Big Game of the week every Saturday
directly from the playing field through the remote facilities of WSNW.

MAKE THE

CALHOUN HOTEL
YOUR HEADQUARTERS
Jack G. Craft, Jr., Manager

Greasing

Anderson, S. C.

W.S.N.W. in Seneca
* For Easy Listening -k
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